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The Role Small Animals
Play in Training!

Cats, squirrels, and birds, oh my! At IHDI, you
won’t find just dogs on campus. IHDI has resident
rescue cats, Buddy & Mulan too, who help
prepare dogs in training for what they may
encounter when they’re out working.
Some Hearing Dog clients have cats in their
home. IHDI trainers need to feel confident that,
when sending a dog home, the dog will not harass
cats or be too distracted by a cat to assist their
person. You can often find our mischievous duo
strolling through the middle of training class,
joining in on a down stay, snuggling up to the
focused trainee. Buddy & Mulan also provide
emotional and comedic relief for all the staff at IHDI—you’ll often find the pair lounging in staff
offices or joining in over lunch hour, looking for a treat!
Buddy and Mulan are key members of the dog training team at IHDI and have a job that isn't fit
for just any feline. These kitties are resilient, crafty, brave, and most importantly, comfortable
with dogs of all kinds. Some of our dogs, when beginning their Hearing Dog training, may have
never seen a cat before and do not know how to appropriately interact with a cat. Some of our
dogs may initially be too excited, overly eager to greet, or try to play too roughly with the cats.
With repeated, controlled exposure, our dogs learn to behave appropriately around the cats. It's
not all work all day of course; the staff at IHDI are just as devoted to enriching the lives of
Buddy and Mulan as the dogs in training. Throughout our facility you'll find cat trees, lick mats,
kitty Kongs, catnip, flirt poles, ball towers, a hands-free kitty snuggle sack, and other catspecific necessities. This equipment can also be used when dogs in training are working on
their "leave it" cues!
It’s important that assistance dogs behave appropriately around animals they may be exposed
to while working for their client. Some clients have pet cats, pocket pets, or birds; other clients
may live in an area where wildlife or farm animals are abundant. Service dogs need to stay
calm and focused so they are alert and able to help their people regardless of distractions.
Clearly, an assistance dog pulling on leash to chase a cat could spell disaster for their person!
Ultimately, there are many factors that are involved to ensure a Hearing Dog is a good fit for
their client and the team is successful. Evaluating, selecting appropriate dogs, and then training
those dogs to work around small animals is one way that Service Dog organizations work to
set the dog and their handler up for success!

Thank you, Buddy & Mulan for your "service" & the joy you bring!

Hearing Dog in the
Community

Thank you to Ms. P's Second
Grade class for inviting the IHDI
team to "join" them in their
classroom following their
completion of a book which
highlighted a Service Dog team!
The students were able to
practice asking & answering
questions by chatting with a real
Service Dog about their
importance, skills & how to interact with a team if you ever see one in public!

An additional round of "apaws" to all teachers & educators who have dealt with it all &
then some these past few years-but continue to show up with dedication & creativity
for their space of learning in guiding our future leaders! Thank you!

AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support your favorite charitable
organization every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you shop at smile.amazon.com,
you’ll find the exact same low prices, vast selection and convenient shopping experience as
Amazon.com, with the added bonus that Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to
your favorite charitable organization. Thanks to our partnership with AmazonSmile, you can
select International Hearing Dog as your charity of choice & support our program every single
time you shop! With every order, Amazon will donate a percentage of your purchase price to
help our Hearing Dogs in Training!
You Shop. Amazon Gives! Does it actually work!? We know it sounds too good to be true! But it
does, last quarter we received a donation of over $250 just from your shopping! That's
equivalent to 5 bags of dog food! Remember to shop for deals at smile.amazon.com or with
AmazonSmile in the Amazon app & select International Hearing Dog to shop & support IHDI!
So please, remember to shop for deals at smile.amazon.com or with AmazonSmile in the
Amazon app & select International Hearing Dog to shop & support IHDI!

Amazon Smile

Legacy ASL Students
leave a lasting
"Legacy" on IHDI

Over the last several months, American
Sign Language students in Mrs. Bax's class
at Legacy High School have been
conducting a donation drive for the Hearing
Dog program. This past week, the drive
wrapped up and the shelves and hearts of
IHDI are filled with gratitude to these
incredible students! In total, over $2,000 of in
kind materials were collected and donated to
IHDI during this annual event!
At the beginning of the school year, IHDI
staff meet & present to the students of
Legacy to share with them all about the Hearing Dog program, our annual partnership,
and our shared community within the D/deaf and hard of hearing world! After learning
first hand the program they would be supporting, a competition began between the
classes for needed items at IHDI! From peanut butter, to training treats & even cat
toys - our shelves & hearts are truly filled thanks to Legacy High School!

Thank you, Legacy!

ReFUND CO
Do you expect a state income tax refund? Now you
can give some or all of it to the charity of your
choice. It’s simple, fast and puts you in charge of
where your donation goes.
Choose - An eligible charity.
Enter - How much of your refund you want to
donate to your chosen nonprofit.
Smile - Knowing you’re contributing to a cause that
matters to you.

Registration # (Enter on tax return)
20023003649
Refund What Matters

"I feel more confident out and about. He lends visibility to my

invisible issue." - Ruth, Handler

WHAT CAN A GIFT DO? IT CHANGES NOT ONE
BUT TWO LIVES:
IHDI Donation Link
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